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The observational properties of galaxies aumulated in the Updated Nearby Galaxy Catalog (UNGC) were

used by us to derive an orbital mass of the Milky Way and Andromeda galaxy (M31) via motions of their 31 and

39 ompanions, respetively. The ratio of the orbital mass of galaxies, whih is a measure of dark matter, to their

stellar mass is ∼ 30. If this value is taken as the average value in the Universe, then in the standard osmologial

ΛCDM models it will math the value Ωm ≈ 0.09 instead of the generally aepted value Ωm ≈ 0.28. Taking into

aount that this last value is realised only in rih lusters, and that the luster at hand ontains only 10% of the

total number of galaxies (while the rest are in groups or �eld galaxies), our results on�rm the well-known problem

of �lak of dark matter� in the Loal group.
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introdution

One of the unresolved problems of osmology is

the nature of dark matter (DM) distribution rela-

tive to the visible (stellar) matter. Numerous stud-

ies show that the ratio MDM/M∗ of the DM mass

MDM to the stellar mass M∗ of groups and lusters

of galaxies inreases with the size and habitability of

systems. In the rihest galaxy lusters suh as Coma

the ratio MDM/M∗ reahes two orders of magnitude.

If all galaxies were part of lusters, DM assoiated

with them would provide the average osmi den-

sity of matter Ωm ≈ 0.26 [1℄, orresponding to the

standard osmologial ΛCDM model. However, rih

lusters omprise only 10% of all galaxies; while the

majority of galaxies are part of di�erent multipliity

groups forming the �lamentary struture of the �os-

mi spiderweb�. Summation of virial mass of groups

and lusters in a volume of radius 50Mp have given

a loal density estimation Ωm
∼= 0.08±0.02 [12℄ that

is less than three times the global average density.

The low values of the loal density were on�rmed

by other authors [14, 15℄. It is believed that the

reason for this is the �biasing e�et�: when DM is

distributed not as strongly onentrated as the light.

The darker luster peripheries and groups ontain,

possibly, large amounts of DM. This seemed to elim-

inate the �lost DM� paradox.

However, the assumption of massive dark ha-

los existing around lusters and groups of galax-

ies is not on�rmed by the observations. In [9℄ it

was shown that the total mass of the Virgo luster,

MT = (8.0±2.3)×1014M⊙, de�ned within the radius

R0 of zero veloity surfae, was onsistent with virial

mass Mν = (7.0 ± 0.4) × 1014M⊙ within the virial

radius Rν . Sine R0 ≈ 3.5Rν , then this result is

an evidene against signi�ant aumulation of dark

mass in the layer from Rν to R0. New observational

data should be sought to explain the paradox of �lost

DM�.

This paper presents the results of estimation of

the total mass of the Milky Way (MW) and the An-

dromeda galaxy M31 as well as their ratios to stellar

mass with the aim to on�rm or refute the paradox

of lost DM within the Loal Group, using the newest

and most omplete (at the present time) data of the

UNGC atalogue (Updated Nearby Galaxy Catalog)

[8℄. This atalogue is urrently the most represen-

tative and homogeneous sample of nearby galaxies,

for the majority of whih spatial oordinates, lumi-

nosity, and linear veloity along the line of sight are

known.

estimation of galaxy masses from

kinemati of their satellites

In reent years many papers with estimates of

the mass of our galaxy MW, M31, and the Loal

Group (LG) as a whole, were published. Despite the

proximity, physial and geometrial properties of the

DM halo in MW and M31 remain largely unde�ned.

Even the question of whih of them has greater mass

is not yet lear. The distribution of DM relative to

the visible stellar matter also remains an unsolved

problem.

Mass determination of the galaxy groups using

their radial veloities and projeted distanes is one

of the lassi tasks of extragalati astronomy. Bah-

all & Tremaine proposed [2℄ a method based on the

onept of projetion mass q = G−1V 2
hRp, where
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Vh is the radial omponent of veloity relative to

the entre of the galaxy group, Rp is the relative

projetion distane in the piture plane, G is the

gravitational onstant. They have shown that for

a spherially symmetri system the average value q
is: 〈q〉 = πM(3 − 2〈e2〉)/32. Thus, an estimation of

the galaxy group mass as a funtion of the average

square eentriity of orbits is:

Mp =
32

πG
(3− 2〈e2〉)−1〈V 2

hRp〉. (1)

When one galaxy, whih is surrounded by �suite� of

dwarf satellites, predominates by mass in a group

(�patron� of group), estimate (1) is alled the orbital

mass. Average square eentriity varies by a fator

of 3 between the purely radial (e = 1) and purely

irular (e = 0) orbits. We adopt 〈e2〉 = 1/2, whih
is the ase for an isotropi distribution of veloities

in the orbits with di�erent eentriities [3℄. Then,

from (1), the following orbital mass estimate of group

was obtained:

Morb =
16

πG
〈V 2

hRp〉, (2)

where Vh and Rp are taken with respet to veloity

and loation of the �patron�. In this paper, the ex-

pression (2) is used for assessing the �full� mass MW

and M31.

observational data

Observational data (equatorial oordinates, stel-

lar mass, radial veloity, and distanes) were taken

from the UNGC atalogue [8℄. A omplete list of

�suit� of giant galaxies within the Loal volume was

taken by us from [6℄. When drawing up, its tidal

index was used (from UNGC), de�ned as follows:

Θ = max⌊log(M∗

n/D
3
n)⌋+ C, n = 1, . . . , N. (3)

Here M∗
n is the stellar mass of neighbouring n-th

galaxy, Dn is its spatial distane from the galaxy in

question. Stellar mass M∗
of galaxies is measured by

their LK luminosity in theK-band with the adoption

M∗/LK = 1 ·M⊙/L⊙. The onstant C = −10.96 in

(3) was hosen in suh a way that the galaxy with

Θ = 0 was loated at the �zero veloity sphere� rel-

ative to its main galaxy. Zero value of Θ divided

the potential satellites into gravitational assoiated

with the �patron� ones (Θ ≥ 0), and �eld galaxies

(Θ < 0). For MW and M31, 27 and 39 members, re-

spetively, of the suites that have the neessary data

for alulations, were disovered. Sine the errors

of observational data �blur� the boundary between

gravitationally bound ompanions and �eld galax-

ies, we used the advaned samples of satellites deter-

mined by the ondition Θ ≥ −0.5. In the expanded

sample 31 and 39 galaxies were inluded for MW

and M31, respetively. (For M31 the number has

not inreased). It is worth to note that the previ-

ous estimation of the Loal Group total mass was

onduted by radius of zero veloity surfae using 30

dwarf satellites [7℄.

Fig. 1 shows a two-dimensional distribution of

MW and M31 satellites for projeted onto the pi-

ture plane distane from the �patron�, Rp, and the

module of relative radial veloity, |Vh|. Solid squares

mark the position of 27 MW satellites; outlined

squares mark the position of four additional satel-

lites of MW with 0 > Θ ≥ −0.5. Solid diamonds

mark the position of 39 M31 satellites. The dashed

line shows a quadrati approximation of the depen-

dene |Vh| on Rp for the pooled sample of ML and

M31 �physial� satellites. As should be expeted,

MW �non-physial� satellites, on the average, are on

distribution �tail� for the projeted distane.

It is worth to note that physial M31 satel-

lites are, on average, at larger projeted distanes

from the �patron� than MW satellites (198 kp vs.

121 kp). This may be due to the e�et of seletion

beause more distant MW satellites may be sattered

aross the sky, and thus not yet observed by the re-

searhers. In ontrast, M31 satellites are loated in

a ompat area around it, making them muh easier

to be observed.

For M31 M∗

M31

= 5.4 × 1010M⊙ was adopted

by us in aordane with UNGC [8℄. For MW we

adopted M∗

MW = 5.0× 1010 [13℄. The stellar mass of

satellites (with luminosity LK) was taken from [8℄.

orbital mass: results

In aordane with (2) the following values of or-

bital masses were obtained:

Morb
MW = (1.35 ± 0.47) × 1012M⊙,

Morb
M31

= (1.65 ± 0.33) × 1012M⊙. (4)

Simple mass addition gives the value of the Loal

group mass:

MLG = (3.0± 0.6) × 1012M⊙. (5)

To demonstrate the robustness of the obtained

values of orbital masses, in Fig. 2 their dependene on

the tidal index, the value of whih varies from −0.5
to 0.5 in inrements of 0.1, is shown. Solid squares

indiate the estimates for MW, solid diamonds � for

M31. For onveniene, the positions of the points for

M31 are shifted by 0.02 downward. Limiting by the

value of Θlim = 0 , we an, as a result of errors in

the distanes measuring and the di�erenes of ra-

dial veloities, either add to �suite� the �eld galaxy

with atually negative Θ, or rejet the galaxy with

atually positive Θ, physially assoiated with the

�patron�.
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It is evident that our estimates are relatively sta-

ble: the variations of limited tidal index give the

�utuations of orbital mass for MW, whih are lower

than 14%, and lower than 4.3% for M31.

The issue of the exat mass ratio of MW and

M31 is still unlear. Aording to the data men-

tioned above, both �full� and stellar masses of M31

are somewhat larger than the MW masses. However,

the fat that the orbital mass of MW was determined

(due to the seletion e�et) for shorter distanes

(〈Rp〉 ≈ 120 kp) than that of M31 (〈Rp〉 ≈ 200 kp)
must be taken into aount. Therefore, the mass ra-

tio may be the opposite.

To ompare our estimates with those of other au-

thors, we refer the reader to [13℄. Here, we present

only the ompilative mass estimates of MW and

M31 from this work, based on a large number of

evaluations of di�erent authors using di�erent meth-

ods: MMW = (1.6 ± 0.4) × 1012M⊙ and M
M31

=
(1.8 ± 0.5) × 1012M⊙. As an be seen, the data o-

inide su�iently, onsidering errors.

orbital mass for �syntheti� MW

To hek the stability of orbital mass estimations

for the MW, the analogues method was used, devel-

oped in [4℄ for the LG. The authors of this study have

hosen an analog population of the LG from osmo-

logial simulations �Bolshoi�, arried out within the

ΛCDM osmology [10℄, and used the observed prop-

erties of LG to obtain the probability distribution for

its total mass.

In our version of the study the �natural� MW ana-

logues were used, whih were found in the �suites� in

the Loal Volume (LV). The simple riterion for se-

letion to the analogues list was that the di�erene

between the stellar mass of MW and its analogues

should not exeed 1.5. In total 15 analogues were

found, whih in fat were suites around the galaxy

M31, NGC3368, NGC4736, NGC5236, NGC2903,

NGC2683, NGC6744, M101, IC 342, NGC2784,

Ma�ei 2, NGC6946, NGC4945, NGC5195, and

M82. However, some of the suites ontained galaxies

with stellar masses on the order of that of the �pa-

tron�. These members of the suite we rejeted. In

total, 144 galaxies with Θ ≥ 0 were inluded in the

�syntheti suite�.

Satellite distribution of the �syntheti MW� in the

plane (Rp, |Vh|) is shown in Fig. 3. Solid and out-

lined squares orrespond to the �physial� (Θ ≥ 0)
and �non-physial� (0 > Θ ≥ −0.5) satellites, respe-
tively.

As a result, the orbital mass of the�syntheti�

Milky Way was obtained:

Morb
MW,synth = (1.58 ± 0.20) × 1012M⊙

This value is grater than the estimation (4) for own

MW satellites. It is evident that due to the greater

statistis, the formal error of the orbital mass is muh

lower.

mass-luminosity ratio

Dark matter ontent is haraterised by using

the ratio χ of orbital mass to stellar mass, χ =
Morb/

∑
M∗

. The stellar mass sums of �patrons�

and their satellites for MW and M31 respetively

are:

M∗

MW+sat = 5.3× 1010M⊙,

M∗

M31+sat = 6.0× 1010M⊙. (6)

Using (4) and (6) we obtained:

χMW = 25.5, χ
M31

= 27.5 (7)

The obtained values of χ are signi�antly lower

than those orresponding to the standard ΛCDM
osmologial model with Ωm ≈ 0.28. Indeed, the

value of M/LK = 97 · M⊙/LK,⊙ with adoption

M⋆/LK = 1 · M⊙/LK,⊙ orresponds to the value

Ωm ≈ 0.28 [5℄. Simple proportionality gives Ωm ≈
0.09 when χ = 31.

Fig. 4 shows the dependene of the logarithm of

χ on the tidal index for three systems: MW (�lled

squares), M31 (�lled diamonds), and LG (open large

diamonds). The value of the orbital and stellar mass

for the Loal Group is alulated using simple ad-

dition. For values Θlim of −0.5..0.5 the value of χ
is in the range 24.7..27.8 for MW and 27.4..28.6 for

M31. For LG, the value χLG = 26.5 was obtained

for Θlim = 0.
The level χ = 31 (log χ = 1.491) was marked by

dashed line. As an be seen, in the given range the

Θlim value χ does not exeed χ = 31. If χ = 31
is taken as the average value in the Universe, then

in the standard osmologial ΛCDM models it or-

responds with the value Ωm ≈ 0.09 instead of the

generally aepted value Ωm = 0.28. This last value
is realised only in rih lusters. Taking into aount

that the luster ontains only 10% of the total num-

ber of galaxies (while the rest are in groups or �eld

galaxies), our results on�rm the well-known prob-

lem of �lak of DM� in the Loal group.

It is lear that the ratio of full (orbital) mass to

baryoni mass is lower. Let us take into aount

the mass of the gas in M31. The mass of neutral

hydrogen in M31 is 5.4 × 109M⊙ [8℄. The multipli-

ation fator 1.85 brings this value to the total mass

of gas (plus helium and moleular hydrogen) [11℄,

whih gives approximately 1 × 1010M⊙. Then, the

baryon mass (stellar plus gas), isMB = 7.0×1010M⊙

and χB ≡ Morb/MB ≈ 24, that is, per mass unit of

baryons there are 23 mass units of DM (exluding

the intergalati medium).
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Fig. 1: The distribution of the MW and M31 satellites in the plane (Rp) - (|Vh|).

onlusions

In the present paper the estimates of the orbital

mass of the Milky Way and the Andromeda galaxy

(M31) were obtained, based on the most omplete

urrent data on the relative radial veloities and dis-

tanes to their respetive satellites [8℄. Our estimates

are in a good agreement with reent determinations

using various methods [13℄. The ratio of the total

mass of galaxies to their stellar mass is ∼ 30. If this
value is taken as the average value in the Universe,

then these results will agree with the standard os-

mologial ΛCDM models, with the value Ωm ≈ 0.09
instead of the generally aepted value Ωm ≈ 0.28.
This last value is attained only in rih lusters. Tak-

ing into aount that the luster ontains only 10%
of the total number of galaxies, while the rest of are

in groups or �eld galaxies, our results on�rm the

well-known problem of �lak of dark matter� in the

Loal group (more about this problem see [5℄).
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Fig. 2: The dependene on the limiting tidal index of the orbital mass of the MW

and M31

Fig. 3: The distribution of the �syntheti� MW satellites in the plane (Rp) � (|Vh|).

Fig. 4: The dependene of the logarithm of the ratio of the orbital mass to stellar

mass for the Milky Way, M31 and the Loal Group on the limiting value of tidal

index.
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